
Room Five: Reconstructing a New City

A New Plan for Chinatown
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e plan for San Francisco's reconstruction, James
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ame to large projects He was the foremost
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with 30 large photographs and 23 maps and plans,
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hat it was before the earthquake and fire.

ce, money, and wholesale cooperation from
 start of reconstruction. While visually appealing,

 who wanted to rebuild quickly to do so. It also
heir previous sites altogether to make way for parks
elf would be staggering, and residents wanted to

pulation since the Burnham Plan eradicated
oncerted effort to save their community from being
eaders and the neighborhood's landlords that the
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conomy as whole. The results were the familiar



curved eaves, colorful street lanterns, recessed balconies, and gilded facades that we today instantly
associate with Chinatown. Most importantly, the enclave was rebuilt at its original locale. 


